Agenda item 9 – With reference to Global Ministerial Conference for Road Traffic Safety, Stockholm, 2020
18 February 2020 – Russian Federation – Global Forum for road traffic safety * Pre-event

- The pre-event thanks to the interest and funding support of the government of the Russian Federation
- Identifying legal framework for emerging automotive technologies.
- Contribution to road safety enhancement as well as Sustainable Development Goals
- 20 Speakers / 65 registered attendees-governments, academia, civil society, industry stakeholder.
Key-note address and thematic panels

- Opening speeches
- Key -note address on motorcycle safety and sustainability towards 2030
- Three panels focusing on:
  - Sustainability, Inclusiveness parameters;
  - Transformational insight on how our life will change with emerging automotive technologies;
  - How to facilitate this innovation meeting society and reaching social acceptance
Snapshots as food for thoughts

• Draw the line – for a purposeful, useful, game-changing technology
• The shift will last for decades- future is vast, lets make it good.
• Relevance of international coordination, cooperation and time-bound regulatory approach – harmonization vs going solo
• Road Traffic, ITS, Vehicle, next generation of «driver», road users, attention on VRU (inclusiveness and accessibility)
• How automotive technology will make the difference that will matter- No one is left behind- lets not forget LMI countries
Towards the next event ...